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Abstract
The aim of this study was to analyze music courses applied within the scope of compulsory courses in the
primary school teacher training model in Turkey. Being qualitative in nature, the current study utilized document
analysis method. Towards the stated aim, four approaches were discussed. The first one is related to the titles of
the music courses stipulated in the primary school teachers training process and the credits/hours allocated for
the music courses during the university schooling period in Turkey since 1974. The second one covers the
preparation and general quality of the music course standards applied up to now. The third one is related to music
course standards and appearance of these standards in the current teaching program, and the last one is related to
the analysis of “music and “music teaching curriculum framework” in terms of the expected behavior stated in
the music teaching programs. In program analysis, three approaches were applied: Designed program analysis,
conducted program analysis, and actualized program analysis.
Keywords: teacher training, primary school teacher, music teaching program, music courses in Turkey
1. Introduction
Primary school teacher training programs in Turkey offer compulsory music courses in two semesters. These
courses aims for teacher candidates to gain positive attitudes towards the importance of music in life, to
understand and explore how music is created, produced and communicated, including through the inter-related
dimensions: pitch, duration, dynamics, tempo, timbre, texture, structure and appropriate musical notations, to
demonstrate holistic approach during conducting, teaching and learning of music lessons in elementary schools
and to overcome the obstacles faced during the teaching of music lessons. Moreover, among the primary
responsibilities of music educators is to determine effective strategies to encourage student to ensure that
learning is taking place and the musical goals are attained.
Primary education in Turkey consists of the grades 1 through 8 that cover the ages 6-14. The eight-year process
of primary education is divided into “two stages”. The first stage, named as “primary school,” includes the
grades 1 through 4; while, the second stage, named as “middle school,” covers the grades 5, 6, 7 and 8. In line
with the directives of the Ministry of National Education, music courses are provided by primary school teachers
at the primary school level while it was instructed by music teachers at the middle school level (MEB 2006,
2008).
Since 1923 when the Republic of Turkey was announced, teaching programs consisted of directives that could be
considered as teaching regulations, draft programs, course schedules, teaching curricula that include subject
contents to be covered in the lessons. Teaching program of 1994 that interiorized behaviourist approach
emphasized objectives and expected behaviours for each content domain, described teaching-learning situations
and assessment and evaluation techniques; on the other hand, the teaching program, being effective in 2006,
adopted constructivism, highlighted learning areas, and defined targeted behaviors, activities, explanations and
assessments for each learning area (Özgül, 2009). Because of some social and political concerns and (in some
cases such as foundation of village institutes) with the recommendations of the academicians from inside and
abroad (such as Dewey), teacher education process in Turkey underwent prominent changes and were divided
into periods, namely two-year Education Institutes period (1974-1983), two-year Education High School period
(1983-1989), four-year High School period (1989-1992), Education Faculty Primary School Teacher Training
Program Period (1992-1997). According to Ataman (1997), an analysis of distinctive aspects, design samples and
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application methods of primary school teacher training programs points out a change in courses titles with the
same content coverage and credit hours (Ataman, 1997).
Music teaching curriculum covers all regulations and activities towards realizing expected music learning from
students. In this regard, music-teaching curriculum is multiple faced, multi-dimensional and comprehensive.
Main sub-themes covered in music teaching program are music teaching curriculum, music course curriculum,
curriculum of individual and group concert activity, curriculum of extracurricular activities, course and
pedagogical branch activities about music, curriculum of consultation and guidance about music, curriculum of
method and working about music, curriculum of supportive services about music and regulations and directives
about music. The main focus of music education curriculum is “music teaching curriculum”. Other
sub-elements are generally the ones which are complement and complete (Özgül, 2014; Uçan, 2005).
Music educators, in order to create these mindful classrooms, need to build an ongoing model of musical
development; model musical thinking and reflective thought; design engaging, open-ended experiences; practice
masterful perception; draw upon a repertoire of representations; collect evidence of students' thinking; and
embed assessment in curriculum and instruction (Barett, 2005). The followings are the four significant questions
that are being asked concerning making sense of the curriculum development process with an analytical view of
the curriculum or concerning guiding the curriculum development. Who am I? Who are my students? What
might they become? What might we become together? (Abrahams, 2005). They can sometimes also answer a
fifth question: What else (other than music) did the students learn? (Mills, 2005).
The education process was discussed from a broad perspective in this context. The contents of music and music
education lessons are presented within a theoretical framework in this study, gathering a series of facts such as
the general music education process, conducted for a long time, trials in the classroom, practices, correction,
research and development and professional experience and knowledge. The analysis aims to make contribution
to all of general music education processes and so it is thought that this will bring to light some new
approaches/situations concerning the general music education process management in terms of both program and
the educators. In order to provide qualified and productive education, music educators, who govern this process,
should internalize the music teaching program. Within this regard, the current study aimed to analyze music
courses applied in training of primary school teachers in Turkey in terms following perspectives/approaches.
•

Time allocation (credit hours) for music courses offered in primary school teacher training programs under
governance of universities

•

Preparation and general quality of music course designs adopted in the primary school teacher training
programs

•

Standards of music courses offered in the primary school teacher training programs

•

Analysis of music course contents in terms of expected behaviors stated in the primary school teacher
training programs

2. Methodology
Being qualitative in nature, this study conducted document analysis method that includes analysis of written
sources about phenomena that is targeted in the research. In qualitative studies, as document analysis could be
used as a unique data collection method, it may also be conducted with other research methods (Yıldırım, 2005).
The document analyses require explaining the meaning of the document and exemplifying and interpreting the
document in order to give it a deeper meaning (Yıldırım & Şimşek, 2005). In scientific usage, a phenomenon is
any event that is observable, however common it might be, even if it requires the use of instrumentation to
observe, record, or compile data concerning it (Phenomenalism, 2017). Data were collected from the primary
school teacher education programs in Turkey that have been applied since 1974. During the data analysis,
descriptive analysis and program analysis techniques were utilized. According to Uçan (2002), program analysis
is a process that includes determining the quality of the program, organizing and decomposing relationship
between components of the program, and determining the bases and the tendencies of the program components.
In this process, students’ readiness and learning levels were described through content analysis in terms of
applications associated with music and music teaching courses, and behaviors that were carried in or expected
from the contents that were suggested by means of experiences and observations. Music and music teaching
courses were presented in a theoretical frame through analysis of behaviors that are included or expected to be
included in the music units. Theoretical framework included the steps of investigating, experimenting, revising,
and improving definitional curriculum designs.
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3. Findings
In this section has present the findings obtained from the program analysis and has be gathered under general
quality and preparation of music curriculum, credit/hours allocated to music courses in primary school teacher
training programs, appearance of music course standards in the curricula between 1998 and 2006, and music
course contents in terms of expected behaviors defined in the primary school teacher training programs.
3.1 General Quality and Preparation of Music Curriculum
3.1.1 General Quality
Music education has been contained as a compulsory education area in the programs of all institutions that train
primary school teachers since the foundation of the Republic. The music education applied in all primary school
teacher training models is based on general music education or in the professional music education, which is
within the general music education. The curricula which are applied at the pre-undergraduate, undergraduate, and
graduate levels in most universities are based on the definitional curriculum model. This model is generally
made up of a definition that briefly describes the scope and content of a course. Definitions could mostly be
content, operation or activity weighted; partly goal or behavior weighted, repertoire weighted, or materials
weighted. The definitional curriculum defines what is going to be done in a course. The definition constitutes the
basis for the teaching plan (in detail), which is supposed to be prepared by the instructor (Özgül, 2001).
3.1.2 Preparation
The Project of Developing the National Education for the purpose of training pre-service teachers, which was
launched by Higher Education Council and the World Bank in 1994, covered faculties of education who were
responsible from training primary and secondary school teachers. Among the main purpose of the project, which
ended in 1998, was to identify the targets of the special teaching methods course in subject areas, to prepare
education curricula and to relate these curricula to teachers’ professional preparation at schools. Authors and
panel members were formed for each subject area of primary and secondary school curricula. Authors of music
area and panel members were loaded of the work of determining the contents of a guide book prepared under the
name “music teaching,” suggested methods about music teaching and introduced these methods to music
teaching lecturers and other lecturers who are interested with music teaching. Higher Education Council updated
teacher training curricula in the faculties of education in 2006.
3.2 Credit/Hours Allocated To Music Courses in Primary School Teacher Training Programs
Table 1 shows distribution of credits and hours allocated to music courses and music course titles offered in
primary school teacher training programs among the teacher education periods. As seen in Table 1, music
courses are allocated 6 credit/hours among the curriculums of primary school teacher training between 1974 and
2006. On the other hand, percentage distribution of music course hours compared to time allocation for all
courses were increased until four-year education faculty period (1989-1992), and declined in the following
periods. In the curriculum of primary school teacher training, the duration and name of the courses had
underwent some changes; some courses were added to the curriculum. Parallel to this, the students’ graduation
credits increased/decreased, but there was no change in credits/hours allocated to the music courses. Until 1989,
Music and Teaching was the only course offered for the primary school teacher trainees while it was divided into
two separate courses (Music and Music Teaching) in 1989. The name of Music Course also changed as Music I
and Music II between 1992-2006. Finally, music courses in primary school teacher education programs were
renamed as Music and Music Teaching in the 2006 curriculum.
Table 1. Credits and hours allocated to music courses and the naming of music courses
Two-year education
institutions

(1983-1989)

(1974-1983)
The name of the
course

Two-year high school

c/h

The name of the
course

Music and

Music and

teaching first

teaching (first

year, first
semester

2

year, first
semester)

Department of

Four-year higher

Primary School

education

Teaching

(1989-1992)
c/h

The name of the
course

(1992-1997)
c/h

Music
2

(second year,

The name of the
course
Music-1

2

third semester)

10

c/h
2

Section of primary

Section of primary

school teaching

school teaching

(1998-2006)

(2006-…)

The name of the
course

c/h

(second year

(second year,
third semester)

the course

c/h

Music

Music-1

third semester)

The name of

(second year,
2

third
semester)
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Music and

Music and

teaching (first

teaching (first

year, second

2

year, second

semester)

year, third

(second year,

Music-2
2

fourth semester)

(second year,

Music

Music-2
2

fourth semester)

(second year,
fourth semester)

teaching
2

(2.grade,
4.term)

3

Music and
teaching (second
2

year, third

Music teaching
2

(third year, fifth

semester)

semester
Toplam

2

semester)

Music and
teaching (second

Music
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Total credits: 102

Music teaching
2

semester)
6

(third year, fifth
semester)

6

142

Music teaching
2

191

(third year, fifth

2

-----------

semester)
6

162

6
157

6
154

Citation: Özgül (2001). c/h: credit hour.
3.3 Appearance of Music Course Standards in the Curricula between 1998 And 2006
A close examination of the statements in the music course standards yields that the curriculum standards involve
a definition composed of expressions ‘Education Status and Education Status with Appearance’, ‘Unit/Subject
heading’, ‘Partial target’, with target behavior appearance. Hence, this section will analyze each period under
these headings.
Music and music teaching course contents of primary school teaching program, which were applied about 10
years from 1998 to the present day, are shown below.
•

The 1998 Music Curriculum is shown below.
Music-1: Music in education; the role and content of music, basic music knowledge, nature and aim of
writing notes, introduction to instrument and voice training, collective performing and singing, musical
hearing reading writing work in improving creativity.
Music 2: work of acquainting with, listening to, voicing and composing music elements; historical view of
music, musical structures in other cultures, improvement of musical skills; instrument, voice and note
training, subjects suitable for units in music, children’s music with plays.
Music Teaching: Examination of first stage music course curriculum in primary education; relation of
music with other courses; music teaching methods and techniques applied in primary education first stage;
preparation of music course plans, evaluation of the performance, class management in music teaching,
improvement of musical skills; work of listening, singing, performing and composing.

Table 2. The appearance of the 1998 curriculum music course contents
Its kind

Education Status, Education
Status with Appearance

Unit/Subject Headings

Examples of expression
•

Practices of musical hearing, reading and writing in improving creativity

•

Work of performing and composition

•

Improvement of music skills

•

Training of musical instruments, sound and notes

•

Examination of music course curriculums in Stage I in Primary Education

•

Preparation of music course plans

•

Evaluation of performance

•

Improvement of music skills

•

Work of performance and composition

•

The role and content of music in education

•

Introduction to musical instrument and sound training

•

Basic music knowledge

•

A historical view of music

•

Musical structures in other cultures

•

The nature and aim of writing notes

•

Methods and techniques of music teaching applied in Stage I in Primary
Education

•

Class management in music teaching
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•

Collective playing and singing

Partly target/with the appearance

•

Recognizing music elements

of target behavior

•

Listening

•

Singing

•

Children’s music, plays

Materials
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Citation: YÖK (1998).
•

The 2006 music course contents are shown below.
Music: Basic components of music, basic music knowledge; knowledge of notes, interval concept in music,
rhythm concept in music, formation of songs repertoire; music genres and forms in Turkey and in the world;
transition from traditional music to contemporary music, instruments teaching, collective performing and
singing, role of music in education, musical hearing in improving creativity.
Music Teaching: Music teaching methods and techniques, notes teaching techniques, arrangement of songs
for children with Orff instruments by making use of rhythm and melody, effective use of instruments in
songs teaching, relation of plays, music, dance, drama and speaking, improvement of musical liking
through music – aesthetic relations, relation of music course activities to other disciplines, activity practices
on primary education music curriculum.

Table 3. The appearance of the 2006 curriculum music course contents
Kind

Examples of expression
•

Formation of repertoire

•

Teaching of musical instruments

•

Active use of musical instruments in teaching songs

Education status, education status •

Improved musical appreciation through music-aesthetics relation

with appearance

•

Relation of music course activities to other disciplines

•

Activity practices on primary education music curriculum

•

Arrangement of songs for children with Orff musical instruments by making use of
rhythm and melody

Unit/Subject heading

•

Basic components of music

•

Basic music knowledge

•

Note knowledge

•

The concept of interval in music

•

The concept of rhythm in music

•

Genres and forms of music in Turkey and in the world

•

The role of music in education

•

Transition from traditional music to contemporary music

•

Methods and techniques of music teaching

•

Techniques of note teaching

•

The relation of game, music, dance, drama and speaking

Partial target/with the appearance •

Collective playing and singing

of target behavior

•

Listening to music in improving creativity

•

Plays

•

Music

Materials

Citation: YÖK (2006).
3.4 Music Course Contents In Terms Of Expected Behaviors Defined in the Primary School Teacher Training
Programs
Teaching program is generally regarded as a program that are consisted of knowledge categories, that provide
great emphasis on skills and practice, and that aim to gain planned skills and knowledge in accordance with the
objectives defined in the program (Küçükahmet, 1996). Music teaching is a learning process towards achieving
expected behaviors in the environment that supports students’ interaction (Uçan, 2005). Moreover, music
teaching is the reflection of the application of the predetermined lesson designs. Within this context, future
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directions and suggestioons, music texxtbooks with ddifferent approoaches for muusic education in primary sc
chool
teacher traaining prograams are analyyzed (Akkaş, 2005; Barett 2005, 2007; Battersby, 20014; Çicek, 2000;
2
Kalyoncu, 2009; Kocabbaş, 2003; Morrgül, 2001; Sttock, 2002; Ovverland, 2013;; Özgül 2001, 2009, 2015; Meb,
M
1994; Yökk, 1998, 2006; Yıldız, 2002). Moreover, stuudents’ readinness and learninng levels weree described thrrough
content annalysis in term
ms of applicatioons associatedd with music aand music teacching courses, and behaviorss that
were carrieed in or expectted from the coontents that weere suggested by means of experiences andd observations.
3.4.1 Anallysis of “Musicc” Course Conntent
Table 4. A
Analysis of the “Music” coursse content
E
Examples of exppression
B
Basic music know
wledge

•

Staff, notee, addition line, cclefs, repetition signs, puandorgg, etc.

•

Note writinng rules

•

Elements of music: Rhhythm, tempo, pulse, meter, Pitch and meelody, Speed, D
Dynamics,
Resonancee, Texture, Stylee/form, Harmonyy

•

Meters andd types of meterrs (simple, comppound, and lamee)

•

Rhythm mould,
m
melody m
mould

•

Maqams (tthose compatiblle with the tonall system; hüsseinn, çargah, hicaz,, rast)

•

Tonal gam
muts (Do, Fa, Soll ve Re Major annd minors of gaamuts)

R
Rhythm mould eleements
•

Rhythm pattterns of whole, haalf, quarter, sixteennth, notes and restts

U
Using musical notte making forms
•

Conventionnal five line stave, Chord symbols, G
Graphic notation

F
Flute and meloddica playing and Solfeges traininng/selections suiitable for one’s llevel of musicall
•

La-sol, la-sool-fa, la-sol-fa-mi, la, sol, fa, mi, re sounds…

•

Do çargah (Do
( Major line)

•

Re hussein (re minör line)

T
Transition from traaditional music to contemporary muusic
•

Our traditional music: Turrkish folk music, Classical Turkissh music, Our naational anthems, T
Turkish and
western poppular music.

•

Contemporrary polyphonic Turkish music gennres: Contemporaary Turkish children’s and youth soongs, Suites,
Turkish sonnatas, concertos, annd symphonies. Tu
Turkish oratorios, ooperas, and balletss

•

Main genrres of internation
nal universal mu
usic: Child and yyouth songs, Suittes, Various cham
mber music,
Sonatas, conncertos, and sympphonies

H
Having music repeertoire
•

Verbal mussics: Nursery rhym
mes and countingg, Folk songs and cradle songs, Turrkish school songss, Emulation
songs, Carryyover songs.

•

Non-verbal: Solfeges, Music aarranged for Orff innstruments, Polyphoonically arranged m
music for Orff instru
ruments.

•

Children’s music
m
with plays
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3.4.2 Analysis of “Music Teaching” course content
Table 5. Analysis of “Music Teaching” course content
Examples of expression
Education, Music and Human
•

What is the education? Why do we get education?

•

Human and music, human and music education

•

1.

Three main types of music education: general, voluntary, professional music education)

2.

Why to study music? (individual, economic, social, cultural, and instructional)

Ataturk’s basic views on national culture, Turkish education, and music education and his practices.

Methods and Techniques of Music Teaching
•

General music teaching methods Lecturing, asking and answering questions, problem solving, critical
thinking, demonstration, observation, excursion, interviewing, role playing, case study, dramatization,
simulating, experiencing

•

Special music methods Orff, Dalcroze, Kodaly, Suzuki.

•

Teaching-learning strategies will be based on: Lectures, seminars, practical workshops, self-study (tutorial
supported)

•

Within these four strategies, the following ways of working will be used: Working individually (in small
groups and as a whole class), composing, listening, singing by rote and from notation, musical games
to reinforce skills and concepts, discussion, teacher-led and student-led activities, integrating the
practical and theoretical, cassettes, videos and visual aids, computer-aided learning, guided reading,
visits to performances, handouts (supplying information), worksheets (providing interaction),
demonstration, assignments, observation of children and other students, practical work with children.

2006-Elementary Music Curriculum (in practice)
•

General objectives of Turkish national education, Vision of curriculum, Basic approach and structure of
curriculum, Goals and objectives.

•

Learning areas (Listening, singing, and performing musical perception and knowledge, Culture of music,

•

Activities, Rationale, Music teaching-learning process, Methods and techniques, Assessment (evaluation

Creation of music).
of students)
Singing
•

Speaking, breath, and voice training

•

Group singing

Improving Musical Appreciation Through Musical Aesthetic/Listening Relation

•

Musical Listening: Turkish folk music, Classical Turkish music, School/education music,
Contemporary polyphonic Turkish music, Turkic Republics’ Musics, Classical music/chamber music,
Turkish and western popular music, Jazz music, Film music, Therapy music, Religious music, Asian and
African music.

Forming Song Repertoire
•

Song/verbal Repertoire: Nursery rhymes and counting, Cradle songs, folk songs, Turkish school songs,

•

Nonverbal music repertoire: Solfege, arrangements with simple rhythms and melodies for orff

Emulation/imitation songs, Carryover songs, Musics Arranged for Orff instruments.
instruments, polyphonic arrangements for Orff instruments
Relating Music Course Activities (Integrated approaches)
•

Intercourses:
Turkish, life study, mathematics, social sciences, science and technology, Turkish republic revolution
history and principles of Atatürk, art and history of art.

•

Interdisciplines:
Guidance and psychological counseling, developing career awareness, special education field, human
rights and citizenship, entrepreneurship.

Preparing and Presenting Project Assignments on Music Elements with Groups
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Note: Based on performing, singing-playing, listening to music, material development and creativeness.

•

Preparing activities regarding the music elements at elementary, intermediate, and advanced level.

Examining Primary Education Music Course Books

•

Examining the primary (1-4) course books

Music Technology and Its Use
Use of technology in music (based on general culture)
•

•

Electronic devices and instruments used in listening to and making music
1.

Radio and television

2.

Stereo (record players, cassette players, compact disk players…

3.

Computer (video, YouTube)

4.

Electronic instruments (keyboard, guitar, baglama, etc.)

Popular musics and technology

4. Conclusion and Implications
Turkey started to train primary school teachers at higher education level since 1974 when music education also
became compulsory in the curricula of all institutions that train primary school teachers. Institutions engaged in
training primary school teachers were formerly vocational schools that offered 4-year training based on primary
school; they were gradually improved and converted into 2-year higher education institutions training teachers
from 1974–1975 onward. An examination of the teacher training practices from 1974 to the current date under
the university indicated that the aims of the courses and expectations from the education process basically have
remained same, even though names and credits/hours of the courses have changed. As result, it can be said that
there were no significant changes in curriculum contents, and that they have remained virtually the same.
General characteristics of music education courses that are conducted in primary school teacher education
programs values vocational music education rooted from general music education. In turkey, music education
courses are divided into two categories; general music education and vocational music education. The former are
applied in all school levels without having distinction based on school and program type, while the latter aims to
gain skills, knowledge and habits in the field of music education that are needed in some professions. Vocational
music education includes courses such as music artistry (composer, singer), directorship education, music
teacher education, music education in primary school teacher training, and music education in early childhood
teacher training [5]. Music education being applied during the training of primary school and early childhood
teacher can be categorized as vocational music education based on general music education.
A close inspection of the course content indicates that teacher training programs historically offer music
instruction to pre-service teachers in two course/approaches offerings. One course provides instruction in the
fundamentals of music, and a second course provides instruction in content delivery or pedagogy. Music courses
that were being offered are based on definitional curriculum model. This model is generally made up of a
definition that briefly describes the scope and content of a course. Definitions could mostly be content, operation
or activity weighted, partly goal or behavior weighted, repertoire weighted, or materials weighted. Definitional
curriculum standards need much analysis because many mysterious expressions hidden in the content of
curriculum standards are waiting to be unraveled.
In the current study, music and music teaching courses were presented in a theoretical frame through analysis of
behaviors that are included or expected to be included in the music units. Theoretical framework included the
steps of investigating, experimenting, revising, and improving definitional curriculum designs. It is assumed that
imagination and speculation skills of music educators will be strengthen by this approach that has been designed
for resolving the music teaching program that is to be designed, applied and actualized for directing general
music teaching process. Within this regard, the current study would also be beneficiary in that it provides new
perspectives for music education process that different beliefs, views and practices might ground a base for
future experimental teaching processes, and that specialist music educators might find clues in these approaches
for their obstacles and might compare them with their own practices. Based on previous explanations, this study
is believed to be prominent to contribute on the improvement of music education process. Both the current study
and the literature suggests that more effective music training for primary school teachers includes a combination
of enhancing musical skills and understandings through meaningful music-making experiences (e.g., exploring,
creating, performing, responding, listening, material development) while simultaneously providing experiences
to enhance primary school teachers confidence to teach music to children.
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